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Letters 

Students' Pride 
Regarding the "Faculty Pride" Cover Story in Pboelli.'1; 2005 Summer, I have 

taken classes with all the professors profiled and I think they are four of the 

best at HKUST. I still remember Prof Larry Franklin's magic show at the end 

of the "Investment and Banking in China" class. All my classmates at HKUST 

and several friends from the CEIBS EMBA program said Prof Gary Biddle 

could be a superstar if he started a career in Hollywood. Prof Vidhan Goyal 

reached the conclusion that companies would take risks in bad years with the 

help of financial formulae! Now I'm following Prof Albert Ha's advice ... using 

six diapers a day for my daughter. 

David Bu (FT04) 

Importance of HKUST 
in My Life 
I want to tliank tlie MBA Office for tlie wonclerful card I received on tile 

birtli of my son Leo. Tlie card was signed by so rnany people from different 

MBA units and I was really touclied by it. HKUST lias p layed a very important 

part in my life frorn tlie firs t day I \-vas accepted to today, and maybe 

forever. Perliaps it's tlie beautiful scenery, tlie IIelpful people, the knowledge 

and experience I gained, the friends I m ade, or a combination o f all of tliese 

tliings . Whatever it is, rny MBA days feel like yesterday and everyone at 

tlie Scllool seems c lose every time I see tlieir name or Ileal' from tliem 
tlirougll a newsle tter or email. 

A b ig thank you to tile MBf\ Office and tlie Scliool for sucli a great experience. 

I will sliare tliis witli my son \-vllen lie grows up and maybe one day \,ve'li 

send Iiim to HKUST! 

Dianna Li (FT01) 

Impressive Image 
for Phoenix 
I liked the 2005 Summer issue of Phoenix very much, especially the "new 

look", which is more professional and neater. I also enjoyed the Cover 

Story which showed the School's core competency and some of its most 

valuable assets. A good edition to take along on company visits. 

Grace Yang (FT04) 



From the Editor 

I
t's another new year - a time to rejoice over the great work we have all 

done and a time to plan for an even better year in the months ahead. In 

this issue of Phoenix , we show you some of the ways the R-I-C-H mission 

is being put into practice by MBA alumni and how you too can contribute. 

Reunion 
The 10th Graduation Anniversary Dinner brought the MBA Class of 1995 back 

on campus in November, along with President Emeritus Prof. Woo Chia-Wei 

(P18). The University Congregation that followed one week later provided another 

opportunity for a memorable gathering, this time a special reception enabling 

full-time, part-time and Shenzhen MBA graduates to celebrate together (P22). 

Meanwhile, the Part-Time Class of 2005 's "Kingdom of the Animals" Graduation 

Party proved a roaring success, with classmates, staff and faculty reveling in 

the sparkling event (P20). 

Sport is always a universal platform for friendship and the first MBA Mini-Olympics 

proved just that. Over 200 alumni , students, faculty and family members filled the 

Sports Hall with good cheer as the Mid-Autumn moon lit up the sky above (P1 0). 

International 
Bridging East and West has always been part of our mission The story of Marzban 

Dehnugara - a Londoner now working in Shanghai (P23) - illustrates how well HKUST 

fulfils this role . We also feature two overseas EMBAs - KT Li from Taiwan and David Chua 

from the Philippines. Both work in family businesses but offer different outlooks on life (P12) . 

Continuous Learning 
As HR Manager of the Year and MBA alumnus Bhaskar Sambamurthy points out , life-long learning is highly 

important to progress in your career (P24) . I am sure the five winners of the MBA Alumni Achievement Awards 2005 (P17) have 

adhered to this as well. So let 's work hard to reach our goals too! 

Heart 
Also in 2005, senior alumnus SC Liu demonstrated his giving spirit towards both the School and the community with a multi-million 

alumni gift to set up a scholarship fund. In our Cover Story, SC explains his vision for the new scholarships and the Hong Kong community 

(P5). The many different ways you and other alumni can add to the School's advancement are highlighted as well. 

Certainly a R-I-C-H and fruitful collection of views and achievements, aren't they? But more developments are surely in store in the Year 

of the Dog. I look forward to hearing your experiences and stories. By sharing them, you help to enrich the entire MBA alumni community. 

Have a great and prosperous year! 

A~ 
Kitty Chong (PT03) 

Editor-in-Chief 

Phoenix I HKUST MBA ALUMNI NEWSLETTER - 2006 SPRING 
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In November 2005, HKUST Business School was delighted 

to receive its largest alumni gift - HK$10 million - to 

establish a scholarship fund to recruit full-time undergraduate 

students from developing countries and Mainland China. 

The scholarship fund will be targeted mainly at business 

school students, but outstanding students from other 

disciplines will also be eligible. 
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The gift came from entrepreneur and Class of 1994 alumnus 

Liu Sing-Cheong ("SC") and his wife, Wong Po-Yuk, who 

has also taken postgraduate degrees at HKUST. The couple's 

generosity was widely reported in the Hong Kong press. 

However, the donation is not the end of their contribution. 

In fact, it is only the beginning of SC's vision for a brighter, 

bolder, more internationalized future for Hong Kong. 

o~ 



Cover Story 

What inspired you to make the 
donation? 
I have always wanted to do something to help the community. 

Over the past one or two years, I have been thinking how 

I could contribute to Hong Kong in a meaningful and 

sustainable way. While Hong Kong faces many social 

problems, I realized that the key to solve many of today's 

difficulties and to make further progress is education - and 

I think a lot more can be done to make the current education 

system better. 

Human capital is one of the most powerful resources in 

moving a society forward. Hong Kong must continue to 

attract talented people from elsewhere to enrich its human 

resources . For example, there are many people with great 

potential in Mainland China and developing countries. These 

talented youngsters must be given the opportunity to be 

trained to become the best of the best. Later, when they 

How will you be involved with 
scholarship awardees? 
The selection process will be up to the School, but I 

am interested in building a personal relationship with 

attain success, they will thank Hong Kong , the place that 

allowed them to grow. Even if they eventually go elsewhere 

or back to where they came from, Hong Kong will still 

benefit. For as long as we have this relationship with them, 

they will be pleased to give back and help others as they 

were helped before. 

Why HKUST? 

As an MBA alumnus, I have experienced the School's 

excellent teaching . I have also been involved in an advisory 

capacity with both the School and University and consider 

HKUST the ideal 'partner' to realize my objectives. I cannot 

be more impressed by HKUST's overall accomplishments 

given its relatively short history. The University is young, 

energetic and growing fast. I have full confidence that 

HKUST Business School can achieve even more in the 

years ahead. As it is business leaders who shape the world, 

the School is the best place to nurture and develop young 

business talents. 

scholarship recipients through a mentoring scheme. When students come to 

Hong Kong, they will need not only money but support and advice on how to 

adapt locally. I want them to be able to learn from successful executives who will 

help them experience life to the full. And , to my pleasant surprise, a lot of my 

business friends are also interested in contributing to education. I will enlarge on 

this idea with the help of the School as it requires more than one person's effort 

to make it happen. 

My wife and I will be the awardees' overall mentors. We don't expect anything in 

return. However, all these students should demonstrate a giving spirit towards 

the community and be ready to help other people. I am aware it may take 10 to 

20 years to establish the prestige of these scholarships, but I want this award to 

be known worldwide. 
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Do you have a message for fellow MBA alumni? 
I haven't really thought about that. The donation was a very personal decision. I 

simply followed my heart. There was no intention to ask other alumni to follow 

suit. But if I have to say something to everyone, I would ask you to think about 

how you can contribute, given what you have now. It doesn't need to be money. 

It might be knowledge of your particular industry, life experience, or corporate 

links to the School. You could be a mentor or an MBA ambassador, or a volunteer 

to help alumni-bonding activities. 

This needs to be a joint effort. I wanted to contribute to Hong Kong and was in 

a position to make this donation to the School. I am sure other alumni will have 

their own ways of giving and other causes they consider valuable. I can't emphasize 

enough that the most important thing is to be true to your heart. We need to 

cultivate an environment where all alumni feel comfortable to give in a way that 

accords with their own abilities and outlook. The key is to develop a School culture 

where alumni, students, faculty and staff feel as ONE and where all are heading 

towards the same goal. 

See a/so, Class of 1995 reunion gift, P18 

CiS We are proud of SC's contribution, 

his loyalty to the School and, most 

importantly, his giving spirit towards 

Hong Kong 9.;) - Dean KC Chan 

o~ 



Cover Story 

Guess what SC brings to 
work every day 

So I can go swimming in between 

meetings to fill the gaps or odd hours in 

my schedule 

I don't like to doze off when I commute 

and I use the time to read and keep 

learning 

, Sometimes I don't have much time 

to eat 

MBA Ambassador 
Sign up to help promote the School through sharing your 
experiences as an MBA Ambassador. Join the annual 
information sessions, contribute your quotes to MBA 
admissions marketing materials, and refer your friends 
to the program. 

MBA Career Buddy/Mentor 
Give an insider's view of your particular industry along 
with personal career tips to alumni and current MBA 
students. Provide insights and support to undergraduate 
students to assist their personal and career development 
and grow their potential as future business leaders. 

Job Referrals 
Recruit our MBAs or forward your company's job postings 
to the MBA Career Services team to help build our 
employment listings for MBA students and alumni. 
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SC Liu is a chartered surveyor and Hong Kong businessman who 

started his real estate consultancy in the early 1990s. In a far-sighted 

move, he ventured into the Guangzhou market in 1993, and later 

founded MyTopHome, now one of the biggest property agency in 

Guangzhou. SC's companies employ more than 2,000 
employees. ... ..... 

SC has been a great supporter of HKUST. He is a 

Corporate Advisor to the Business School and 

a board member of the HKUST Rand 0 

Corporation. In 2001 , the University 

made SC an Honorary Fellow in 

recognition of his innovations in 

business management. "I truly 

enjoy achieving a lot in life," 

SC said. '''No time' has 

never been a convenient 

excuse for me." \Y1 

MBA Alumni Fund 
Contribute to the MBA Alumni Fund to enhance the 
School's learning environment, sponsor research or 
industry projects, and improve faculty and teaching 
facilities. 

MBAAA Executive Committee 
Represent MBA alumni as a whole, foster friendship 
among alumni, and support School initiatives by becoming 
a member of Exco. You can also help organize alumni 
events and liaise internally and externally with other 
alumni, universities and corporate bodies to build alumni 
benefits. 

Please contact the MBA Alumni Development Office 
at mbaalum@ust.hk for more information. 



MBA Alumni Fund Update 
Heartiest thanks to the following donors who made contributions to the MBA Alumni Fund during the period 

August 16-0ecember 31,2005. The total amount raised since the Fund's launch stands at HK$117,OOO. 

Donation of HK$10,OOO or above 

HO Ka Chung Kenneth 

Anonymous 

PT95 

PT95 

Donation of HK$5,OOO-HK$9,999 

CHENG Bik Hoi Geoffrey PT95 

NG Yi Kum Estella PT95 

I) K~ 

CHAN Kim Sze Alexander FT95 

HEUNG Chun Wai Ray FT95 

LAI Lok Chi Howard PT95 

LEUNG Bik Han Lilian FT95 

PANG Man Chung Patrick PT98 

WONG Mei Keung Leo FT95 

BRUNET Pascale M FT98 

DEKREY Veronica 

KO Yuk Choi Andrew PT99 

LAU Mei Yee Mabel PT95 

LO King Wai PTOO 

WANG Ying Grace FT99 

HO Edmund PT94 

CHOW Kin Sang PT95 
LAI Chun Yee Petty FT95 

LEE Shing On Ricky FT95 
NG Chik Sum Jackson PT95 
TING Carter FT95 

CHAN Wan Yin Wendy PT95 
HO Fung Yee Joanne PT99 

KWONG Wei Ching Mei 

LEE Kai Lun Gallen PT95 
MA Yiu Ho Peter PT95 

WONG Tat Man Darren FT04 

The MBA Alumni Fund was established in November 2004 by our founding graduates, the 
Class of 1994 (Part-Time), to set up special programs to keep HKUST on top. Priorities include 
faculty support, promotional activities and enhancement of facilities, both on campus and 
downtown. 

You, too, can assist the development of the Business School and help forge a better future 
by keeping this list growing. If you would like to make a donation, please contact the MBA 
Alumni Development Office at mbaalum@ust.hk, or download the form at www.mbaaa.com. 
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Special Feature 

65 The MBA Mini-Olympics is definitely 

a showcase for the HKUST spirit - taking 

a lead, creating a legacy, excellence, and, 

oh yes, being busy and having lots of fun 

all at the same time ~ 

Sean Lin (PT03) 

65 New members, like myself, were 

impressed by the sense of cohesion and 

spirit of participation among alumni. I'm 

sure we will take this tradition onwards 

after becoming alumni ourselves! ~ 

Simon Shum (PT Yr 1) 

65 The MBA Mini-Olympics was hardly 'mini' to us. 

It was major - major fun , a major learning opportunity, 

and major excitement. It was an ideal platform for the 

new class to interact and share thoughts and 

experiences with alumni. A great unifier drawing the 

HKUST MBA community closer together ~ 

Murli Madamsetty 

Renxiang Min 

Moaritz Walther 

Florian Marquis 

Georgios Kritsotakis 

Piyush Sharma 

Sebastian Kim 

(FT Yr 1 Team) 



Special guests Prof. Steve DeKrey 
(left) and Chris Tsang (right) at the 

welcoming ceremony. 

Prof. Vidhan Goyal presents 
medals to the winners. 

G5 It was a most enjoyable and successful event. Scores did not matter. 

The essential part was the MBA Mini-Olympics enabled all to participate, 

fostered team spirit, and gave alumni the opportunity to catch up with 

old classmates as well as meet new friends from current MBA classes. 

It was a pleasure to help nurture the partnership between the School 
and alumni g 
Jane Won (PT04) 

Prof. Jim Frederickson 
(middle) sets a basketball 

match underway. 

PT04, winners of the 
basketball final and the 
overall championship. 
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EMBA in the Spotlight 

The 'Family' Man 
David Chua (KH04) 

President, 
Cathay Pacific Steel Corporation (CAPAS CO) 

Manila 

In his late 30s, David Chua is the picture of success. As President of Cathay 
Pacific Steel Corporation (CAPASCO), a leader in its field in the Philippines 
and part of the Chua family's group of businesses, the father of two young 
daughters, and an EMBA alumnus, David has reached the top in his 
professional, personal and academic lives. What has driven him forward 
and at the same time kept him happy? In a word: family. 

Chua Fami ly 

A s a member of the Chua family, David's life was shaped from the outset 

to follow in his father's footsteps. He took his degree at Saint Mary's 

College of California and after graduation started work in the family business. 

"As I am the eldest son, there was not a lot of choice, " he said . "But I have 

been able to work in many different roles and industries within the family 

business group and it has certainly been a lot of fun." 

Working in the family firm has often entailed long hours and much time 

outside regular working hours. But David, one of the youngest CEOs among 

his peers, has found it both meaningful and enjoyable to carry on the family 

tradition. "I like the sense of contributing to and preserving family unity. It is 

rewarding to provide for the next generation within and outside the family 

and to prepare the way for my daughters to continue the business in the 

future." 

A family firm makes decision-making and communication easier, according 

to David. However, as less than 20% of his staff are family members, David 

recruits professionals from all backgrounds for his executive team. This also 

helps ensure the company keeps in line with the latest management practices. 

His Own Family 

David's wife Edna and his two adorable daughters Erin 

Dominque (4 years) and Erika Danielle (2 years) provide 

another source of energy and joy. Despite his busy schedule, 

he often arranges family trips away to spend more time with 

them. "My wife has been very supportive, especially when 

I was working and studying for the EMBA simultaneously," 

he said. In fact, Erin was born during his EMBA studies. 

"Luckily, she arrived during the semester break so I could 

stay in the Philippines!" 

At Corregidor in the Philippines. 
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David with wife Edna Lyn and daughters 
Erin (back) and Erika. 



EMBA Family 

Organizing his life in recent years has been an interesting 

balancing act, according to David . "It has been a challenge 

to find the right mix of time to spend on all of my 

commitments. I have devoted most of my time to the family 

and given up time for myself. But it has been worth it. In 

the past five years, the EMBA has been the only time spent 

for myself." 

David found one of the program's major benefits was learning 

to work with participants from many different countries and 

cultures. This had helped him become more "regional" in 

his relationships. Before taking the EMBA, he dealt mainly 

with local partners. Now, he has established strong 

connections in other countries, especially with his business 

peers in South-East Asia, China and Australia. 

He also enjoyed the go-getting and competitive approach 

of his fellow participants. " I still recall one class which led 

to great exchanges between Germans, Palestinians and 

others, under the supervision of top US professors. Such 

experience was very valuable. I gained many ideas and 

much inspiration from my peers. It was good to be with a 

group of people looking for better lives. I enjoyed networking 

with them and the high degree of aspiration." 

63 Never be satisfied with what you 

have. Always want to be better 9;) 

David with Philippine President 
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo (middle). 

Alumni Family 

David is now serving as a board member of the Northwestern 

Alumni Association in the Philippines. He has been supportive 

and active in local information sessions for new EMBA 

recruits and is keen to get together with HKUST MBA alumni 

in Hong Kong as well. 

Sharing his views on the best route to success, David said 

relationships and networking are important but there can 

be no substitute for hard work and continuous learning. 

"Never be satisfied with what you have. Always want to be 

better," he said. "Being in one of the best programs in the 

world doesn't necessarily guarantee success, but is definitely 

a major factor in helping to achieve it. " 

And to keep the mind fresh and generating innovations? 

"Read and keep on reading. If I hadn't, I wouldn't have read 

about the HKUST EMBA program and gained so much." \w 

1 ~ 



EMBA in the Spotlight 

Living Life To the Full 
Kwan-Tao Li (KH05) 

Chief Senior Counselor 
Lee and Li, Attorneys-At-Law 

Taiwan 

Lawyer and Lecturer 

A fter graduating from New York University Law School 

In 1969, Kwan-Tao ("KT") went on to join the law 

firm of Lee and Li in Taiwan, founded by his father. He 

focused on commercial law. Lee and Li is the largest law 

firm in Taiwan, with over 600 staff. Now Chief Senior 

Counselor, KT's career has been both eventful and rewarding. 

However, on top of his busy life as a lawyer, KT has always 

made time to explore other avenues. One has taken him 

into the classroom. For three decades, KT worked part

time as a law lecturer in Taiwan. When he finally ended his 

teaching days, he could happily look back on the many 

students he had taught, including his eldest daughter. 

EMBA alumnus 

A further quest led him to HKUST. "I truly believe a law 

degree plus a business degree to be the best combination 

in the world," KT said. On seeing the Kellogg-HKUST EMBA 

program prospectus, he knew he had found a way to realize 

his dream. "This program enabled me to continue my career, 

stay with my family in Asia, and gain an MBA from world

class schools." 

14 

KT found the EMBA program's insights into the business 

world of great benefit to his work both as a lawyer and a 

board member of some leading companies, "Before taking 

the EMBA, business clients would sometimes say: 'You are 

too much a lawyer. You don't know what we're thinking.' 

Since the EMBA, I am able to speak their language and 

think from a business perspective. I can even raise meaningful 

questions about financial statements!" Meanwhile, courses 

such as crisis management and organizational change 

helped KT deal with situations in his own firm. 

He also relished the return of the sense of freedom that 

comes with university life. "I liked to stay in the HKUST 

library in the evenings, just to feel like a student again!" 
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KT as a police inspector in Catch. KT plays both fortune-teller (left) and an older gay man (right) in Formula 17. 

Movie Star 

Now another adventurous role has arrived for this man of 

many parts. When his eldest daughter Aileen (*m~) went 

into the business of producing movies (Formula 17, The 

Heirloom and Catch) and offered him a chance to appear 

on screen, he leapt at the opportunity. His characters have 

ranged from a Wong Tai Sin fortune-teller to an older gay 

man to a police chief. 

"Acting has certainly livened up my life," he said. "I'm very 

serious about it and have studied how to do better from 

my idols, such as Robert De Niro. I even brought my friends 

to act with me in my daughter's third movie. These are 

people who have very successful careers, but movies give 

them an additional view of life. It's really exciting!" 

KT & family. 

Life Coach 

So having seen life from many different points of view, what 

advice would he give to others? "Hard work and professional 

knowledge are a must. But more importantly, try to be a 

kinder person. Your gain is someone's loss. You will never 

get everything you want in your life. So be considerate and 

balance your life." "Iw 

d5 I don't think I am successful. But I 

would certainly agree I've achieved my 

own definition of happiness in life ~ 



EMBA in the Spotlight 

EMBA Leaps to 
World's No.2 

In another indication of HKUST Business School's 

top global education , the Kellogg-HKUST 

Executive MBA program, was ranked No.2 in the 

world in the 2005 Financial Times EMBA global 

rankings. 

For the past three years, the Kellogg-HKUST 

EMBA has been the only program from Asia

Pacific to be placed among the Top 10. 

HKUST's position demonstrated yet again 

the growing influence of China in the 

management education market , the 

Financial Times said. The EMBA rankings 

were released in October 2005. 

The survey provides a comprehensive 

reflection of the overall strength of the 

HKUST Business School and its 

EMBA program with Kellogg . The 

program was rated No.1 and No.3 respectively 

for the international composition of its students and faculty. 

In the category for students' work experience, which takes 

into account position held, size of company and the number 

of years spent in each position prior to starting the EMBA, 

the program was placed second. \Y1 
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MBA Alulllni Achievelllent Awards 2005 

T he HKUST Business School is proud to announce the 

winners of the MBA Alumni Achievement Awards 2005. 

They are KS Chow (PT95), Kenneth Ho (PT95), Petty Lai 

(FT95), Lilian Leung (FT95), and Estella Ng (PT95). 

The awards were established in 2004 to honor alumni who 

are preeminent in their fields and who have shown their 

support and commitment to the continued development of 

the School. 

These dedicated alumni are proven leaders who have 

succeeded in their career, personal lives , and have 

contributed significantly to their business, industries and 

the community. They are MBA role models, who have 

demonstrated loyalty and lifelong friendship to the School, 

and have helped build its success at home and worldwide. 

Awardees are proposed by nomination. 

The awards were presented on November 5 at the 10th 

Graduation Anniversary Dinner held at HKUST. ~ 

Selection Panel 2005 
- Prof. Steve DeKrey, Associate Dean and MBA 

Program Director 

- Prof. Caroline Wang, former Vice-President, IBM, and 

Adjunct Professor 

- Prof. Leonard Cheng, former MBA Program Director 

and Chair Professor, Department of Economics 

II Kl 
10lh C. 



MBA Class of 1995 
10th Graduation Anniversary Dinner 

A memorable reunion dinner to mark the 10th graduation 

anniversary of the MBA Class of 1995 took place 

on November 5, bringing old classmates back together 

again on campus and celebrating memories of times past. 

The gathering, held at Ting Ka Ping Hall, University Center, 

also looked forward to the future, with an amazing HK$65,000 

raised within two hours for the MBA Alumni Fund . 

A decade after finishing their MBAs at HKUST, class 

members enjoyed a pre-dinner campus tour to catch up 

on how the University had developed and to see its new 

facilities. 

Later, in his speech at the dinner, class representative KS 

Chow said: "I'm delighted that the HKUST Business School 

has achieved its ambitious goal of offering the best MBA 

18 

program in Asia." He added that he hoped the HKUST MBA 

family would continue to grow, carry on its good work, and 

strive for even better results in the future. He also said he 

would like see all those at the dinner attending the 20th 

anniversary reunion in 2015. 

Guests of honor included HKUST President Emeritus Prof. 

Woo Chia-Wei, Dean KC Chan, Associate Dean Gary Biddle 

and MBA Program Director Prof. Steve DeKrey. 

Among the evening's highlights was the table game "How 

different are you a decade after graduating from HKUST?", 

including survey results providing fascinating updates on 

fellow classmates. Prof. Woo presented the prize to the 

winners and shared his past and present experiences. ~ 

Special thanks to Reunion Dinner sponsors 

A true story . 

L'OCCITANE NWT 
New World Telecom 

E N PR OVEN C E 
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Reunion gift to the School. 

d5 I am delighted and deeply impressed by your 

enthusiasm and support for the School with $65,000 

raised in hours. The fund will contribute to the 

further development of the School. But, more 

importantly, the establishment of the custom of 

alumni giving back to their alma mater is 

heartwarming. Your support for our quest for 

excellence is much appreciated 9J 

Class representative KS Chow. 

- Prof. Steve OeKrey 
Associate Dean and MBA Program Director 

HKUST President Emeritus Prof. Woo Chia-Wei. 



Campus Link 

PT MBA Class of 2005 
Graduation Dinner 

T he Part-Time MBA Class of 2005's lively graduation 

dinner was held on October 11 at the InterContinental 

Hong Kong . Taking the "Kingdom of the Animals" as its 

theme, the Organizing Committee created a memorable 

evening that summed up the management skills learnt and 

friendship established over the past two years. 

Dean KC Chan, Associate Dean and MBA Program Director 

Prof. Steve DeKrey, Associate Director Chris Tsang, MBA 

Office members and a number of faculty also took part in 

the glittering event. 

Excellent team spirit, planning and leadership were all on 

display with a variety of video shows, games and awards 

on the program. Whistles and cheers rang out when Prof. 

Milind Rao was named the winner of the Best of the Best 

Professor Award . 

Events came to a moving close with class member Rudi 

Leung's theme song. Everyone at the dinner took part, 

singing and joining hands with each other in a great show 

of togetherness. \w 



Go, Gentlemen! Cheers, Ladies! 

Throughout these two years, we have experienced the fun and synergy of interacting with 
amazing koalas, chameleons, owls, peacocks and tigers. We are now one big family in the Kingdom 
of the Animals. And, together, we can inspire and support each other to fly towards our dream! W 

Kingdom of the Animals (PD P A,,.,,ment ·) 

Tigers 
Authoritative 

Forceful leader 

Decisive 

Grabs the lead 

Needs a large reward 

Goal oriented 

Bottom-line results 

Peacocks 
Sympathetic 

Good communicator 

Persuasive 

Good mixer 

Optimist 

Good motivator 

Enthusiastic 

Koalas 
Peace-Loving 

Patient 

Cautious 

Cooperative 

Perseveres 

Relaxed 

Seeks harmony 

- Part-Time MBA Class of 2005 

Owls 
Accurate and precise 

Observes all rules 

Detailed 

Perfectionist 

Conservative 

Careful 

Systems oriented 

~ . 

~'-J 
Chameleons 
Adaptable 

Good coord inator 

Good team lubricator 

Flexible 

Good negotiator 

Good diplomat 

Strong survivor 

* Professional Development Programs (PDP) assessment has been part of the Experiential Learning Program since the intake of 2003. 

Each student is evaluated and assigned an animal which represents his/her style of behavior. 

Special thanks to Graduation Dinner sponsors 

blink 
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Campus Link 

I~MBA Congregation 
Reception 

.G 

H KUST's 13th Congregation was held from November 

9-11, with an exclusive reception to celebrate the 

achievements of the MBA Class of 2005 arranged after 

the event. The special gathering brought all members of 

the MBA family together to celebrate the joyful occasion. 

In attendance were full-time, part-time and Shenzhen 

students, MBA Office members, and faculty, including Dean 

KC Chan, Prof. Steve DeKrey, Prof. Albert Ha, Prof. Milind 

Rao, Prof. Gary Biddle and Prof. Ng Shu-Mingo \:Y1 

Presidential Talk 

On October 29, a happy group of 13 MBA students 

(PT Yr 2) enjoyed a memorable meeting with President 

Prof. Paul Chu. Prof. Chu shared his experiences, values, 

and philosophy of life as a scientist, university president and 

Chinese person. He also gave the group a tour of his office, 

the university conference room and the boardroom. \:Y1 



From. 
London to Shanghai 

viaHKUST I 

Born and raised in London, Marzban Dehnugara (FT04) 

is now working in Shanghai as Global Commodity 

Manager at Dell China. Yet three years ago he knew little 

about the country. 

Back then, Marzban was involved in business development 

for pharmaceutical business and technology solutions 

provider Cegedim in UK, handling the accounts of 30 top 

pharmaceutical firms and 10 distribution companies. 

However, always ready to seek out new challenges, in 2002 

the dynamic executive decided to leave his familiar 

surroundings to study at HKUST. 

"Taking an MBA is an important investment so I wanted to 

be sure I would gain maximum benefit," Marzban said. "I 

wanted to position myself so that I could understand and 

be successful in the areas of the world that would be the 

most influential in shaping the global economy over the 

next 20 years. I also needed a school that would provide 

a recognized, world-class education and offer a supportive 

academic and social environment for an overseas student." 

Looking at the schools listed in the Financial Times global 

MBA rankings, Marzban was attracted by HKUST Business 

School 's position. The program was also ranked top in the 

world in the international experience category and second 

for international faculty. Another advantage was HKUST's 

location in Hong Kong . As a gateway to China, Hong Kong 

6:5 My life has transferred from 
West to East very smoothly, thanks 
to HKUST 9;) 

offered the springboard to the booming Mainland China 

economy that Marzban sought. 

Once in Hong Kong, Marzban found the HKUST MBA 

stimulating and wide-ranging. "My favorite course was Prof. 

Larry Franklin's "Doing Business in China". Chinese students 

and those from overseas who had worked in China for a 

long time already knew the country well , but they all found 

Larry's lectures great." 

Outside class, Marzban relished Hong Kong's active lifestyle. 

As a music fan, he liked hearing bands in Lan Kwai Fong. 

He also enjoyed spending time at the well-equipped gym 

and pool on campus. 

Today, Marzban's work at Dell China sees him living in 

Shanghai. "The logistics courses I took during my MBA 

inspired my interest in this job and my background of 

working in Europe and studying in Asia helped me get the 

offer. 

"My life has transferred from England to China, west to 

east, very smoothly, thanks to HKUST, " he said. \w 

Phoenix note: Marzban moved to Shanghai soon after he 
graduated from the HKUST MBA and is an active member 
of the Shanghai alumni community. He can be reached at 
marzban_d@hotmail.com. 

< Marzban and Baily Li, both FT04, are now colleagues at Dell China. 



Alumni Corner 

Winning Approach to HR 

Bhaskar Sambamurthy (FT02) has been named HR 

Manager of the Year, Hong Kong in the China STAFF 

HR Awards 2005 presented at the 8th Annual Human 

Resources Awards and Conference at the Mandarin Oriental 

in October. 

For Bhaskar (Boski) , Senior Manager, Corporate Services 

at shipping company KC Maritime Ltd, the accolade was 

a wonderful surprise given the stiff competition from brand

name businesses. The awards are open to all Hong Kong 

incorporated companies or firms with operations in Hong 

Kong. They are organized by China STAFF, the only bilingual 

journal solely dedicated to human resources management 

in Hong Kong and Mainland China. 

Boski , previously an HR consultant in Delhi, joined KC 

Maritime in 2003 after finishing his MBA at HKUST. One 

key factor in his approach , he said, was to link HR and 

change management with the company 's overall strategic 

needs. "Most people have not really connected these areas 

directly with business strategy. I have been able to do this 

in my company, which I must credit wholly to my chairman's 

vision and initiative." 

His MBA studies have also played an important part in 

enabling him to develop such an approach . "Being able to 

understand the financials of the company, business plans, 

and strategy, and link up these activities 

and their results with HR has been 

a huge change. " 

HR covers a variety of areas, 

including recruitment, 

employee relations and 

training. While HR's agenda 

needs to be closely aligned 

with that of the CEO and the 

Board, the HR manager must also 

6:5 The MBA certainly altered my 

out look. Now I have a far better 

comprehension of the fu ll enterprise, 

not just one function 9) 

successfully relate to departmental concerns, Boski said. 

Both can only be achieved through active contribution, a 

willingness to learn, and by not focusing solely on HR. 

Boski sees selection of the right talent as one of the key 

future challenges for businesses as a whole and HR in 

particular. As developing markets often experience a 

mismatch of people in various sectors, leaving companies 

to vie for the same pool of skilled employees, companies 

may need to start broadening their outlook outside the usual 

recruitment pool. 

Such a move has already been set in motion at KC Maritime 

where the Asian family-managed company has recently 

started to recruit non-Asians at the most senior levels for 

the first time. 

Meanwhile, Boski plans to keep on reading four hours a 

day to keep up with the latest developments in business 

and technology, to continue to add to his company's 

development, and to carryon looking forward to the day 

when the essential contribution HR makes to a company's 

performance is recognized across the business realm. As 

HR Manager of the Year, he is already helping to make this 

happen. \0/1 



A Toast to Wine-Tasting 



G5 Many thanks to all 

supporters. Without you -

guys, I couldn't have even > 

gone half way! 9;) 
Steven Lo 

(PT05, Team 79) 

oxfam trailwal~ 
!Jl\ t{;:~ , 
"'" IJ~ 'l-~ i'J :;!if 

G5 It was a really exciting and happy 

moment when we walked past the 

finishing line. Thanks to my team members. 

I don't think any of us could have completed 

the trail without such mutual support 9;) 
Stanley Ng (PT05, Team 78) 

G5 We're very proud of you all. We also have 

to thank all the sleep-deprived support team 

members who assisted throughout the three 

days. I don 't think the Trailwalkers would have 

been able to finish without you 9;) 
Jacky Mak (PT05, Core Support Team) 

G5 To my support team members: I simply 

couldn't give up midway because I knew I 

would be seeing you again at the finishing line. 

Your dedication has redefined friendship and 

your cheerful faces will always be with me 9;) 
Matchy Ma (PT05, Team 78) 

Four Teams, 
W eare proud to highlight the four HKUST 

MBAAA teams that participated in 
Trailwalker 2005, the populal~ long-distance walk 
organized annually by Oxfam Hong Kong. The 
teams trained for months, regardless of weather, 
day and night, to prepare for walking the 100km 
trail within 48 hours, and their hard work paid 
off. All four managed to finish the trait with three 
full teams completing the challenge. Well done, 
everyone! 

Over HK$119,000 was raised this year and we won 
the Fundraising Award in the Education Category 
again for the 5th consecutive year. ~ 

Special thanks to MBAAA Trailwalker sponsor 

G5 This was a wonderful 'journey'. Thanks 

a lot to all the GREAT SUPPORTERS! Their 

presence was very important. It was their 

cheerful faces and delicious meals that pushed 

us to keep going! 9;) 
Ross Lam (PT05, Team 78) 

G5 To all supporters: I was touched to see 

the delicious meals at every checkpoint. Your 

tremendous support fueled us physically and 

mentally 9;) 
Andrew Chiu (PT05, Team 78) 



One Dream! 

ffi We had 

speeds, experiences and 

painful moments, but we all had 

the same goal - to complete the journey. 

Even when we faced tough conditions, no one 

wanted to quit. I am very proud of the team ~ 

Marco Chung (PT05, Team 79) 

m ,~''''''o'''''' 
Yu Wai Chung, Dabera (HKUST friend) 
Fung Wai Chung (PT94) 

Lau Chi Bong (HKUST friend) 

Leung Kwan Ni, Wiwin (HKUST alumni) 

,1j~ '-"'0","' Tham Kin Hon (HKUST friend) 
• Chan Hau Leon G 
•• Lee Yiu Chung (~T9~~nd (HKUST friend) 

Po Yiu Lun, Allen (PT99) 



Exclusive Offer for EMBA/MBA Alumni 
2006 KH-EMBA Alumni Seminar Series (Jan-Jul) 

Don't miss out on this great opportunity to refresh your knowledge and learn about the latest business 
trends from world-class professors at HKUST and Kellogg. Topics include up-to-the-minute developments 
in Marketing, Accounting and Finance, as well as new research on Leadership and Innovation Management. 
Taught in Admiralty and on campus. 

1. The Nature of Great 
Marketing Companies 
Jan 13, Fri (9.30am-12.30pm) 

3. Understanding Enron 
Feb 8, Wed (2-5pm) 

Prof. Steve Burnett (Kellogg) 

Prof. David Messick (Kellogg) 

5. The Frontiers of 
Innovation Management 
Apr 26, Wed (2-5pm) 

7. Topic on Supply Chain 
Management (TBC) 

Jun 21, Wed 

Prof.. Rob Wolcott (Kellogg) 

Prof. Sunil Chopra (Kellogg) 

2. Options 
Feb 3, Fri (9.30am-1.30pm) 

4. Leadership in Action: 
New Research New Ideas 
Mar 22, Wed (2-5pm) 

Prof. Milind Rao (HKUSn 

Prof. Keith Murnighan (Kellogg) 

6. Topic on Accounting (TBC) 

May 17, Wed 

8. Transformational 
Leadership 
Jul 21 , Fri (9.30am-12 .30pm) 

Prof. Gary Biddle (HKUSn 

Prof. Ranjay Gulati (Kellogg) 

HK$800 per session . 
400 for ANY 4 seSSions . Enquiries 

EMBA Alumni: 
H K$2, . $2 000 per seSSion 
A\ mni Referrat , . 

u . $3 500 per seSSion 
Regu\ar Rate. , 

Anthony Yeung 
Email: anthony.yeung@ust.hk 
Tel: (852) 3105 2149 

MBA Alumni: 
Jennifer Fok 
Email: mbaalum@ust.hk 
Tel: (852) 2358 8906 


